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If you speak in time of
peace -- - no one will
believe you

Vol. VIII-Number 28

If you speak in time of
war--- it will already be
too late.
Chinese saying.

NEWARK ST ATE COLLEGE. UNION. NEW JERSEY

April 4 , 1968

Wojcik, Wasserman, And Oliva
Elected Class Presidents
As a result of last Thursday's
elections, Michael Wojcik, Bennet
Wasserman, and Joe Oliva were
elected presi d ents of their
respective classes for the coming
year.
Junior Mike Wojcik defeated
John Evangelisti for the top
position of the senior class.
Wojcik received 284 votes to his
opponent's 112. He expressed his
sincere thanks to his fellow
classmates and stated that "As
next year's senior class president,
I will serve you to my utmost
ability as I have tried in the past."
The office of senior class
vice-president went to Vincent
Nardiello. Nardiello, collecting
235 votes, was o pposed by Peter
Feeney with 148 votes. Mr.
Nardiello summed up his feelings
in the statement "My thanks to
the true machine - the class of
1969. "
Ben Wasserman became the
newly elected president for the
class of '70 by defeating Bob
Baxter , 254 to 145. He believes

Ad-Hoc Comm.
Pro_p ·o sal
By DA VE LICHENSTEIN
On November 1, 1967, the
Deans ' Ad-Hoc Committee
submitted its athletic proposal to
Student Organization. The
proposal included a four part
program , suggesting (1) a
Faculty-Student Committee on
Athletics to oversee the
development and coordination of
men's
a nd
women's
extra-curricular activities in the
areas of competitive athletics,
sports clubs , dance and outdoor
recreation , (2) the appointment of
a Director of Men's Athletics, (3)
formulation of a structure for the
Women's Recreation Association,
and (4) an extra-curricular budget
compiled by the Directo r of Men 's
Athletics, the Director of Men' s
In tra mu rals and Women's
R ec rea ti o n Association , and
a ppr o v e d first b y the
Faculty-Senate Committee on
Athletics and then by Student
Council.

Michael Wojcik

unavailable for comment at the
time.
Dave Walsh's 224 votes were
enough to defeat Keith Greely
(I 82) in the race fo r vice
presi dent of the class of '71 . Dave,
pl eased with the turn out ,
encouraged fellow students to
meet with him to discuss any
problemss- suggestions they might
have concerni ng class politics. He
fee ls that this is true studen t
representation.
Winners in the remammg
offices for next year's senior class
are Carolyn Flammia as the new
Corresponding Secretary; Gloria
Mazza, Recording Secretary; and
Lou Centolanza, Treasurer.
For the class of 1970, Bob
Weinfeld will become the new
Corresponding Secreta ry . Bob
thanked all wh o supported him in
the election, " particularl y Ellen
Glase r, who was instru mental in
my victory." Susan Weiss went
unoppose d for the office of
Recording Secretary, and Peggy
Schetlick gained the office of
Treasurer.
This year's freshman class will
have Jean Byrnes as its Recording
Secretary , Steve Glickman as

that the sophomore class has
elected a fine executive board and
that all class officers will work
together to accomplish the
projects that the class undertakes.
Debbie Herman defeated Betty
Stein by a mere 10 votes for next
year' s junior class vice presidency .
Besides expressing her thanks,
Miss Hennan will "try to make Treasurer, and Cathy Golinski as
ihe office of vice-president a vital

Corresponding Secretary.

one for the class of '70."
The largest turnout (56%) of
Joseph Oliva claimed the votes come from the freshman
position of next Year's class. The junior class followed
sophomore president by edging with a 51 % showing, while 49% of
Ed Kelly . Oliva tabbed 216 votes the sophomore class casted their
to his opponent's 190. He was votes in the election.

Johnson and Westmoreland as seen together in Vietnam solemnly
appear concerned. The two have recently bid farewell to the
Vietnamese scene.

Johnson Says He Won't Run
Begun" To De-E~calate
By ALICE WARREN
P-resident Lyndon Baines than ever on the most complex
Johnson's announcement that he campaigning to hit the country in
will not seek reelection has set years. Mc earthy and Robert
political pundits speculating more Kennedy, two declared
Democratic candidates, are
expected to gain support, and
1 though Richard Nixon is presently
the only Republican candidate,
the possibility of others running
on the Republican ticket is
growing.
But there are those who still
Jersey , Arthur Benline, former
Commissioner of Air Pollution in want L.B.J. Word is that. New
New York City , Lewis Kruger, Jers e y Governor Richard J.
President of the New York Hughes will run as a favorite son
Citizens for Clean Air Inc. and candidate for President Johnson .
But according to political
Mrs. Robert Ballou , President of
the NJ Citizens for Clean Air. Inc. columnist Jimmy Breslin and
will speak on "THE AIR WE others, whose job it is to observe
BREATHE AND THE WATER the political scene, the drive fo r
Robert Kennedy is growing. A
WE DRINK."
Another session at 9 :00 offers group of Kennedy support ers are
" THE NEW CAREERS FOR THE pre se ntly organizing on the
POOR: THE ROLE OF THE Newark State campus. And Vice
URBAN SCHOOL". Panelists are President Humphrey is widely
Lloyd Feinstein, Administrator at expected to seek the nomination.
In
l as t
Sunday 's
Newark State College, and Dr.
Bernard Flicker, Director of the announcement , Johnson stated
Teacher Corps of Hunter College. that he will begin deescalation in
Herman Badillo, President of Vietnam and stop bombing south
the Borough of the Bronx and of the ~MZ. And the president of
Oscar Lewis, Professor of South Vi~nam Ky said earlier this
Anthropology of the University of week tha -American Troops may
Illinois and author of LA VIDA begin to ccitne home at the end of
will discuss "ST AN GERES IN this year.
Dr. John Hutchinson,
THE CITY: LA VIDA".
The fourth workshop at 9:00 Chairman of Newark State
will offer as panelists L. Sylvester College's Faculty Senate and
Odom , Executive Director of the former chairman of the Social
United Community Corporation, science department here said
Newark ; John Harvard, of Monday morning that he sees
C.A.F.E.O. in Elizabeth, and President Johnson's decision not
Robe rt Lehrman , of the to run as a classical and historic
Northwest Office of the O.E.O. in political decision.
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Pa•ge 2.)

Com. Ylvisaker, Dugan, Key note
''Crisis In The Cities'' Conference

Chancellor of Higher
Education , Ralph A. Dungan , and
Paul Ylvisaker, Commissioner of
Community Resources for the
state of New Jersey , will be only
two of the speakers at the
cQnference on urban affairs,
" Crisis in the City ." The
conference sponsored by the
History and Social Science
Departments, will held on Friday,
April 20 , an d Saturday, April 2 1.
Th e r e w ill be six t ee n
work~hops during the two days
centering around four major
themes : the urban environment ,
With a qmck glance this seems the crisis of urban education,
to be a fair and honest evaluation racial tensions in the city, and the
of a necessary athletic program at search for identity.
NSC. But close examination by
The first series of workshop
Student Org. President Frank sessions will begin at 3: 15 on
Nero led to his conclusion that Friday. "The Spiritual Crisis in
the proposal was unacceptable the Urban Community" will
due to vague and over-demanding feature as panelists Rev. Nathan
requests which it included.
Wright, Chairman of the 1967
And so I will now devote this Conference on Black Power in
article a look at this important Newark and Bishop John
factor of Pigskin Politics.
Dougherty , President of Seton
Hall University.
PART ONEThe panelists for the discussion
THE FACULTY-STUDENT
on "THE POLITICS OF URBAN
COMMITTEE ON ATHLETICS
EDUCATION" are Dr. Doxie
The proposed committee Wilkerson, Associate Professor of
(Continued on Page 6)
Education at Yeshiva University ,

and Mathew Feldman, former
Chairman of the Committee an
Education, New Jersey State
Senate.
Dr. Bayrd Still, Chairman of
the Department of History at New
York University , Dr. Leon Sinder,
Chairman of the Department of
Anthropology and Sociology at
L o ng I sland University and
Willi a m J. Wyrsch , Deputy
D is tr ic t Direc t or of the
Immigration and Nat uralization
Service in Newark will discuss
U RBAN IMMIGRANT: NEW
AND OLD, A COMPARATIVE
STUDY" .
The fourth workshop held on
Friday will be on the
"POLICEMAN AND THE
CO MM UNITY". Panelists are :
Miss Henrietta Blatt, Program
Planner , Philadelphia AntiPoverty Program ; Arthur Sills,
Attorney General of the State of
New Jersey; and Col. D.B. Kelley,
Superintendent, New Jersey
Department of l.,qw and Public
Safety, Division of State Police.
The first series of workshops
on Saturday will begin at 9 :00 Dr.
Roscoe Kandle, Commissioner of
Health for the State of New
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Public Letdown May Hurt
C·o llege Bond Issue Vote
TRENTON
Public
disappointment over the State's
failure to expand public higher
education may actually hurt
future efforts at expansion, the
New Jersey Education Assn. is
cautioning teachers.
"If there is to be a college
bond issue this fall - and
obviously NJEA REVIEW the
montly journal for New Jersey
teachers. A bond is;ue, the
Review adds, "will not be an
easy campaign."
The long-awaited expansion of
New Jersey's public colleges and
university still seems a distant
prospect, says NJEA. Any bond
issue "will do more making up for
projects deferred than provide
much of a major thrust forward."
The lag in New Jersey is serious
today because "public higher
education construction was one 0f
the biggest losers when Gov.
Hughes's income tax plan bit the
dust," says the NJEA REVIEW.
That 1966 proposal would have
provided the public colleges with
$50 million in construction funds
in fiscal 1967 and $30 million a
year thereafter.
Instead , the· Legislature
enacted the less productive State
sales tax, and the 1967, 1968 and
1969 State Budgets · will have
provided a total of only $38.5
million for construction of public
undergraduate facilities, less than
the income tax would have
provided in fiscal 1967 alone.
Hardest hit have been the six
State Colleges, which in the new

higher education would not be
delayed. Progress, however, has
been slow. Reports the editorial:
"Actual plans have progressed
on no more than one or two
buildings at each campus. Even
some of these, it is reoorted , have
now been stopped. With the fiscal
future so uncertain , college
trustees have been asked to switch
specialized buildings to general
mass-classroom purposed.
Promises of new colleges in
Bergen County, in North Jersey,
along the Shore, and in South
Jersey have never materialized."
One result of New Jersey's
public-college lag, says the
REVIEW editorial, is that the N.J.
State Board of Higher Education
is basing fundamental decisions on
"restriction, not opportunity."
The Board's rec_e nt action
requiring students to have 14
"college preparatory" credits for
admission is one example of this,
comments NJEA, adding:
"Rapid expansion at the State
Colleges could have assured
generous admissions for all similar
ranking students - in many new
major fields as well as those where
a continued supply of well trained
teachers is needed .. "
Now, however , to make room
for new programs, the State
appears determined to scrap some
teacher education programs, says
the NJEA REVI EW.

"Unable to commit the State
Colleges to real expansion , the
State Board of Higher Education
State Budget. as proposed, would seems to have decided that
get on l y $1 million in 'opportunity for all quaJified'
construction funds - as opposed cannot be its motto. And, this
denial may well fall on the very
to $85 million in requests.
In 1965 , reports the NJEA teachers our State needs most and
REVIEW, State fiscal officals those very students who most
promised that ex pansion of public need a State College.

Johnson

(Continued from page 1)

Sydney Cohen will debate Timothy Leary Tuesday, April 16
during the free hour.

Timothy Leary, Sidney
Cohen Debate April 16

"I suddenly realized," said
Hutchinson, "that it was the only
decision Johnson could make.'1
According to Dr. Hutchinson,
if Johnson had made 'a peace
move without declaring intentions
not to run, it would have been
construed by many as a mere
political play. And if he had held
fast on previous policy, he would
have had great difficulty in
obtaining his party's nomination .
"The ground swell for Kennedy
and Mc Carthy is gaining
momentum," said the professor.
Although Johnson did not say
that he would not run if
nominated nor serve if elected,
the first reaction of associates was
that the president meant exactly
what he said last Sunday night.

GAYLORD
On Tuesday, April 16, at 1 :00
P.M. in- the Big Theatre, N.S.C.'s
Townsend Lecture Series will
present a debate between two
doctors. Dull? Not much . Not
when the doctors are Timothy
Leary and Sidney Cohen.
Leary , "the high priest of the
hal1uciogenic set," an over-aged
flower child, urged students at last
summer's NSA Congress in
Maryland to "go back to your
campuses and drop out" because
the world is run "by damaged
men with impotent menopausal
brains." (Johnson, or DeGaulle , or
Ho Chi Minh , maybe?) This is
pretty strong stuff.
Cohen , "one of America's
leading authorities on LSD,"
researcher , professor, writer and
man of the establishment, has this
to say: "What is required in _these

Dr. Hutchinson Says State Board .Policy
Gives College Initiative in -Curriculum,

days of powerful mind-shaking
compounds is a steady perspective
which includes the understanding
that the social use of drugs is not
itself an innovation, nor the
reasons for taking drugs a solely
contemporary phenomenon."
Both claim to know what's
happening. Both have something
to say. In a debate, it is not really
who wins that is the point- it's
what you get out of it; it's
whether any of the cogs are set in
motion in what should be an open
minded collegiate audience. Find
out the facts and fantasies from
the men who ought to know. It's
free ; so's the coffee hour in the
East Room afterwards.

WEE.KENO·
COMING

AT THE

EVERGREEN

By PATRICIA KELLY
The State Board of Higher
Education's statement of policy
of March 15 , has met diversified
reactions among the College
Faculty, according to Dr. John
Hutchinson , Chairman of Faculty
Senate.
The Board, which advocates
programs at the six state colleges
oriented predominantly around
academic arts and sciences
subjects, said, "A campus devoted
to pluralist ends, we believe, can
enrich teacher education as well as
open wide variety of careers to
students."
The Board policy seeks to
continue teacher education, but
holds that there should be no
teacher training programs
"structured as separate curricula
which are parallel to the new
liberal arts offerings." The Board
suggests an undergraduate
curriculum pattern in which at
least half of the student's time
would be devoted to a broad
general education, another quarter
of the time would be devoted to
study in a major academic field
and the reaminder of the time
would be devoted to
pre-professional or professional
training, and elective subjects.

The board stressed that this
pattern "is meant to demonstrate
a philosophy, rather than to
prescribe a particular arrangement
of curricula" and that the state
colleges provide some
teacher-education programs which
have fine liberal arts bases.
Dr. Hutchinson, in agreement
with the Board's statement
believes the critical element in the
College's transition from a
predominantly teacher education
institution to liberal arts
institutions is the development of
a faculty well-qualified for
teaching the academic subjects.
He praised, on Wednesday, the
Board's philosophy of curricula
which, he feels, enables the
college itself for the first time to
take the initiative, independent of
Trenton , in matters of curriculum.
He also cited the progress of the
Faculty Senate during the past
. year in helping the college meet
its responsibilities concerning
liberal arts curricula.
Dr. Hutchinson said that he
does not think the Education
Department will suffer a cutback
in personnel during such a
transition , for it would be called

upon to meet the needs of the
Iarger classes which will be
admitted in future years. He
believes that during the
reallocation of efforts to arts and
sciences, the staffing of teaching
positions in · arts and sciences
disiplines will have priority. Dr.
Hutchinson holds that although
the college is gradually moving
toward realizing the goals of the
Board's policy, "a leadership gap"
in the Board of Trustees, Faculty
and Administration , is, at present
a discouraging obstacle to
progress. He does not estimate
any specific date by which the
College will have completed the
transition.
Dr. Hutchinson does not
foresee an increased shortage of
New Jersey teachers as a possible
result of State Institutions
devoted to pluralist ends. He cited
the Pennsylvania State College's
providing that state with a surplus
of teachers as an indication that
predominantly liberal arts
institutions may encourage
aspirants to the teaching
profession .. However , he
anticipates higher matriculation
standards for the N.J. State
Colleges.

LODGE .
Friday April 5
· AND

Wednesday April 10

The Sweet Soul Seven
Sigma Data Tau
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Chi Wins Greek Sing, Pi, Sigma Kappa Phi Second
Beta D-elta Chi Takes Third
Omega Sigma Psi In Fourth
By

Love's Eyes."
BETTY AND SUSAN STEIN
Beta Delta Chi claimed third
Sigma Theta Chi Fraternity
place
with their arrangement of
captured first place in the Seventh
"Love Medley" and original lyrics
Annual Greek Sing, last Saturday
night, March.30. This was the first · to "Man from La Mancha." They
wore ice blue and green dresses.
time this fraternity won the
Honorable Mention was given
coveted trophy. Sigma Kappa Phi
to the sisters of Omega Sigma Psi.
Sorority and Nu Delta Pi
Their selection of "Al De La" was
Fraternity scored a tie for second
sung
in Italian and English. Their
place.
original song included "Goodbye
Third place was earned by Beta
Sadness and Blues."
Delta Chi Sorority, while Omega
Thirteen other groups
Sigma Psi Sorority received
highlighted the Annual Greek Sing
honorable mention in the
with their performance.
competition. Nu Delta Pi also won
Alpha Theta Pi sang "Let
the spirit trophy.
There
Be Peace .on Earth ," and an
This year, Greek Sing was held
acapella version of " Music is
on Friday and Saturday nights;
Happines." The sisters of Chi
Saturday night for an all Greek
Delta, attired in a myriad of
audience. The event was
rainbow colors, performed "Look
sponsored by the Inter
To Your Rainbow, " and in
Fraternity-Sorority Council.
Sigma Theta Chi winners of the Seventh Annual
"Greek Trip" parodied a member
Led by Al Lundgren, the men
of a Greek organization from an original selection of "After performed "Autumn Leaves" and
of Sigma Theta Chi sang "Let Me
pledging to graduation.
Call You Sweetheart." Their
Today." They we re dressed in a medley of songs dedicated to
Delta Sigma Pi used the their navy and white colors.
original rendition was "Do You
"Those who have loved and
The sisters of Nu Theta Chi in lost" - Yesterday's Moments."
Remember When ," a medley of cartoon character Snoopy in their
version of "Snoopy vs. Newark shocking pink dresses performed a
songs from last year's Greek Sing.
Sigma Beta Tau Fraternity
It included "their favorite", Chi's State" and the "Theme from French and English rendition of sported navy blue striped vests
Cabaret." The sisters of Kappa "Someone To Watch Over Me ." and straw hats as they sang a
own version of "I've Had It." Chi
Epsilon did a medley of love Music can make the worl d small "Courtship" medley , and their
men wore black turtle neck and
songs,
"So This ls Love," and the was the theme of their original version of "Pardon Me Sir", with
gold mohair sweaters, in their
familiar, "Up Up and Away."'
song which combined three original pantomines.
fraternity colors.
Lambda Chi Rho sisters split melodies: "Tunesmith ," "S.S.
Greeks waiting long, anxious
The sisters of Sigma Kappa Phi
forces , wearing midi an d mini Bernard Cohen ," and "The minutes for the judge's decision
tied Nu Delta Pi for second place.
length skirts, as they sang Rhythm of Life ."
began to break into boisterous but
Dressed in plaid kilts, white
"Chimney Sweep Song," from
Omega Phi sisters performed spirited song an d chant.
ruffled blouses and red vests and
Mary Poppins and "If the Folks their original "Music to Watch
Quiet settled again as Al
kneesocks, the girls sang of Jack
Dungan , an Irish rogue, as part of Could See Us Now," from Sweet Newark State Boys By ," and Musmann o, president of l.F .S.C.
Charity.
"When you Wish Upon A Star." Pi introduced his executive board:
their medley " \.R.A." They sang
The Brotherhood of Nu Sigma Eta Sigma Sorority compared Vice President - Al Lundgren;
their original piece, "Newark
Phi rendered an acapella version - co unt ry and city living in Treasurer - Laura Carroll; and
State," to the tune of "Swan nee."
of "Give Me Your Tired , Your "Country and City Medley." They Secretaries Claire Denman and
Sharing spotlight number two,
Poor."
The brothers were also sang "Teacher, Teacher."
the men of Nu Delta Pi performed
Adrienne Girardin.
accompanied by an electric guitar
their original parody on fraternity
The sisters of Rho Theta Tau
Marilyn Giantonio , Chairman
in "Song of A Soldier."
parties, called "The Fargonne
performed "Moonglow-Picnic" of Greek Sing and her assistant,
Post." Their original song was
Nu Sigma Tau sorority sang and their "Anything Goes." The Colleen Bickart were also
"Black is the Color of My True "Theme from The Cardinal" and sisterhood of Sigma Beta Chi introduced . Janet Gerardo,

«

PIZZA'S AT LUNCH!

HAVE A PIZZA FOR LUNCH AT

CERAMl'S
Sandwich and Pizza Restaurant

1S61 Morris Ave..

687-5111

Union, N. ·J.
Tuesday through Sunday

11 :30 a.m. to 11 :00 p.m.

Greek Sing.

1967-68 I.F.S.C. queen awarded
the trophies to the winners.
Judging was done by a group
of professional musicians, who
rated the groups by a system of
100 points on their two songs, an
original and a serious one.
Judges for the event were: Mr.
Evelyn Bleeke-music director of
Choral Arts Society of N.J ., and
Choral Director of N.J. Opera
Theater; Mr . Albert
Dorhaut- director of vocal music
at Governor Livingston High in
Berkeley Heights; Mr. Robert.
Segal I - professional Voca l
Dir ector of Plainfield public
schools; Mr.
J oseph
Romanchek- music in structor at
Hasbrouck Heights High School;
and
Mr.
Vincent
Lardieri - professional vocal
arranger and musician and
professional cl1oir director.

Hayride And '"rhe Union .Gap
Nlake CCB's Spring Weekend
On April 27th from 7:00 PM a Hootenanny-Hayride will be
held at the Silver Saddle Horse
Ranch in North Branch , New
Jersey. At the Hootenanny-Hayride cokes will be free of
charge; hamburgers , hot-dogs, etc.
can be purchased at the Snack
Bar. The haywagons are clean,
extremely sturdy, and have all the
necessary safety features, such as
a stepping board and wooden
guards to prevent falls. The six
wagons will be continually
entering and leaving the ranch
grounds in order to accommodate
everyone. Each hayride will last
about two hours. At the same
time the hootenanny will be in
process in the Snack Bar for those
who have already been on the
hayride. The music will be
provided by the New Sounds of
Chatham, Nan Angstrom and Neil
Tobiasson, the vocalists from
NSC's weekly folk mass, and Pat
Garnier from St. Elizabeth
College, Convent Station.
• No liquor will be allowed on
the premises, by order of the
owner of the ranch.
The
pri ce
of the
Hootenanny-Hayride will be

$ 1.50 per person and tickets can
be purchased at the I & S Desk in
the College Center. Simple
instructions to the Silver Saddle
Ranch are printed on the back of
each ticket.
This event is part of CCB's
Spring Weekend , which includes
an informal dance on Friday, the
hayride on Saturday, and on
Sunday, a concert featuring The
Union Gap.
The highlight of Newark State
College's Spring Weekend will be a
concert featuring The Union Gap,
whose recordings of "Woman,
Woman" and "Young Girl" were
instant: hits. The group was
organJ?,ed in San Diego ,
California_,Jn January, 1967, and
named after the historic town of
Union Gap, Washington.
Tickets for the concert are on
sale at the Information and
Services Desk. Admission is $3 per
person or $2 per Newark State
College student. The concert will
be held in the Theatre for the
Performing Art& on Sunday , April
28, at 2 p.m. and the concert will
be followed by the movie , "Lord
Jim" starring Peter O'Toole.
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Correction

"Truth cannot be forced but m~st be allowed to plead for itself."

Spring Is Here

The lndependent's review on
March 28 , of the " World of
Musical Comedy" was in my
opinion both accurate and
delightful. I do have one
correction which I wish to
The $1,000 grant for the Student forward to you. "The World of
Organization President will be subject to a Musical Comedy" was a
referendum vote when classes resume in mid presentation of the College Center
Board and was supported by
April asking for its approval or rejection .
Student Activities funds allocated

The $1,000 Grant

Besides the Florida season , the Bermuda
season and the term paper season for those
less fortunate 1members of the college
community, the season of Spring is here. We
emerge from the mud of our parking lots
The grant was grossly distorted in the
and the flood of our stream to perhaps the
most pleasant season on campus. The recent Student Organization Vice
suburban aspect of NSC is now more evident Presidential Campaign and appears at present
than in any other time of the year, and to have very little opportunity for passage.
To defeat this appropriation , already
Newark Staters are beginning to have their
approved
by a greater than two-thirds
classrooms move outside to the pleasantness
majority
by
the Student Council would be a
of the weather.
severe
setback
for the Student Organization.
But the spring weather does not harbor
The
grant
affords
the basis for a more
only pleasant things. The rise of warmer
efficient,
more
powerful
and highly effective
weather also gives rise to acts of theft and
student
government.
·
physical assault.
To
receive
the
$1
,000
the
President
must
In past months, our campus has be.en the
accelerate
during
summer
school.
scene of too many acts of violence. Students
have asked for increased security measures Acceleration would enable him to take fewer
and last Tuesday, President Frank Nero courses during the year, freeing him to
testified in Trenton at a Senate meeting concentrate on the Student Organization .
Newark State's Student Organization is
about Newark State's need in this area.
one
of the richest and largest in the country.
But money is needed and necessary
Smaller
student governments, in fact the
action has not been forthcoming. Earlier this
majority
of student governments, pay a
week, Dean of Students Herbert W.
salary
to
their president. In many
Samenfeld warned students to be
institutions
the
chief executive takes a year
particularily aware of strangers and to take
off
from
school
so that he may devote his
all safety precautions possible , especially
time
to
the
student
body.
after dark. We of the INDEPENDENT join
The $1 ,000 grant, a small percentage of
him in cautioning students.
Walk along lighted pathways after dark. the $ 165 ,000 controlled by the Student
One of the NSC security officers should be Organization would be a wise investment. It
patrolling the campus in the evening. Any would not only allow the President greater
suspicious person should immediately be time for administrative and creative work. it
reported to security headquarters in the would make Council and the students more
concerned that he fulfill his duties.
power house.
It is important that the students take
But most important for the women on
campus, do not walk alone whenever this step. Further ex pansion of the rol e of
the student organization hinges on the
possible.
passage
of this appro priation.
Newark State appears to be a safe and
Th e Council realizing its necessity when
quiet campus, but unfortunately, this is not
always so. Until such time as proper security it passed the grant originall y snouJO now
is maintained , we join Dr. Samenfeld in begin an information campaign to assure its
cautioning all students to be alert and aware passage. The future of the Student
Organization is held in the balance.
as the Spring season approaches.

to College Center Board. Thank
you for allowing me to correct the
record.
Sincerely ,
EUGENE FIXLER
Chairman College Center Board
EDITOR'S NOTE: Due to a
typographical error, the by-line
was omitted from this review. It
was written by Mary Ann Lei dell ..

Applications For Editorial Board
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Independent Office
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Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Sports
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''CRISIS IN THE CITY''
Con£erence on Urban Affairs
Friday A1>ril 20
Saturday April 21
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Sign up

•
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Independent Suroey
'

Students Give Mixed Reactions To Vietna ,n Poll
By DA VE LICHENSTEIN
Newark State College students
displayed an array of mixed
reactions to the Independent's
Viet Nam poll .
For example, while over 60%
of the responding population
didn't feel that America was right
in originally sending troops to
Viet Nam and 80% suggested that
U.S. troops immediately be
brought home , 68 .1% felt that the
new draft induction be used as
punishment for draft card
burning.
While most students didn 't
think U.S. troops should have
been sent there is the. first place,
Sophomore Tom Atkins, a Viet
Nam veteran who served overseas
from March 1963 to April 1964,
commented that "As I understood
we were asked to go over and
were fulfilling our commitment to
defend democracy."
Tom saw a need for present
policy change, but noted that
" Before a de-escalation of the war
I'd like to see an escalation and
get it over with."
One poll response felt that we
were justified in our initial actions
but should pull our troops out
now. And the 61.1 % majority
clearly shows that most students
disagree with our Viet Nam
involvement .
General Hershey and the Draft
A surprising response was that
68.l % of the students thought the
new draft ruling was fair.
Sophomore Tom McLeod was one
who didn't , commenting no
"because it is obviously
endangering the future of the
country. In Russia , nearly 50% of
the national income is spent on
education - but with this new
ruling we will be creating a
vacuum in the higher edu_cation
system.
Another in dividua l who
disagreed was senior Ra'y Weishape
commenting that by drafting male
teachers we are taking the male
image out of education and

NSC Choir
Presents
Concert
On Sunday, March 24, 1968 ,
the College Choir of Newark State
presented its first concert at St.
Paul's Episcopal Church, Morris
Plains, N .J.
Selections performed included
"Now Is the Month of Maying,"
Morby , " Alleluia," Heinrich
Schultz, " The Grim Reaper ,"
Brahms, "Jesu , · Joy of Man's
Desiring," Bach , "Jesu , Word of
God," Mozart, and Come, My
Beloved," an original composition
by the director, Mr. Michail
Montgomery .
The College Choir is a new
addition to the curriculum at
Newark State, as is the Music
Major Dept. All music majors are
required to participate in either
the College Choir or another
mu sical ensemble for credit.
However, membership is not
limited to music majors. If you
(Continued on Page 7)

draining our intellectual reserve."
Several students called for a
complete abolition of the draft
and another noted that no draft
ruling is fair . 38% of all
responding students preferred a
paid , professional army , 13.9% a
minimum of deferments, 18.4% a
lottery-random draft , 18%
drafting youngest first, and 12.2%
drafting oldest first. The final
result could be anticipated
considering the amount of male
students over twenty years old
attending NSC in comparision to
18-19 year olds.
Only 12. 1% felt that General
Hershey acted in the best interest
of the country (One student
commented that he felt "Hershey
isn't in the best interest of the
country .") and a mere 9.1% felt
he acted with insight into the
future .

Concerning the draft one
Marine veteran called for a
Universal Service in which
everyone must serve, and one
student suggested a higher paid,
professional army coinciding with
two year compulsory · service
immediately after high school..
A combined total of 74%
wanted to bring American troops
back home , but 40.5% suggested
substituting them with a trained
So. Vietnamese army. This high
percentage may indicate that
many students feel we are solely
taking the responsibility of
fighting the Viet Nam war.
A total of I 0.8% were satisfied
with the continuance of present
policy, but only 2.2% admitted
that we were right in originally
setting it.
One anonymous student who
wished to see U.S. troops brought

home suggested that this process
be conducted gradually , so the
returning soldiers could be
assimilated into the colleges and
the labor movement without
disrupting the national economy .
Another individual who was
apparently upset over U.S.
committment in Viet Nam
commented that "We (America)
never belonged there in the first
place and are committing political
and economic suicide by
remaining there."
Sophomore Glenn Lewis felt
that one factor affecting the
national morale was that '. 'Some
politicians are placing their
personal gain and popularity
before the interests of those
involved in Viet Nam."
No Policy Change
Despite President Johnson 's
announcement that there would

Ne·wswee k StUdy

Stude nt Attitudes Found Close To

be no policy change concerning
Viet Nam , 94.5 % of the
responding students saw the
definite need for one. 36.9% of
the students felt the need for
decreased bombing , 28 .1%
suggested increased bombing, and
15.6% called for a complete
military halt. Only 3.1 % of the
responses wanted to follow
present policy , and 20.3% were
undecided what to do in the
future .
15 .3% felt that draft induction
should be used as punishment fo r
draft card burning, 77.9% took
the opposing stand and 6.8%
remained undecided. Sophomore ·
Howie Rippitoe felt that it
shouldn't be used as a punishment
"On the sole condition of draft
card burning because even if it is
against the law it should therefore
be a mere crime and handled as
such."
The Future
When asked how they will
react to the new ruling, responses
:::\:::i; 1:4 ~ ni f~t~c~:;:o~:~~
students planned to move to

Adult Norms In Nationwide Survey~:~: ;,;nb~~::,;;;:~·::~o~:~

NEW YORK- A new survey of American
college student opinion on major issues
shows them to be far less in rebellion and
much closer to adult views than is
commonly believed. The poll was conducted
by Newsweek magazine and represents a
cross-section of 8,700 students fro m 150
colleges. Among its highlights:
- On Vietnam only 17 per cent advocate
a unilateral halt in bombing and withdrawal
of U.S. forces , while 34 per cent would
escalate the war effort to seek a military
·ctory.
Vi
- On the one person they respect most, a
parent or relative is cited by I 9 per cent. F ar
down the line are celebrit y choices such as
t he lat e John F. Kenned y with 3.4 per cent.
Two per cent of t he students cited "myself' ,
more than was accorded any other individual
other than President Kennedy.
- O n politics, no Presidential hopeful
received a significant pluralit y . Highest in
New York Sen Robert F. Kennedy with 15
per cent backing for th'e Presidency.
President Johnson and Richard Nixon each
received 11 per cent Nelson Rockefeller 10
George Romney 9 a~d Ronald R eagan 8. '
T he Newsweek poll was conducted by
reply-card q uestionnaire last fall as part of
the magazine's College News Letter. The
8,700 respondents voted by January J.
In addition to the 34 per cent who
would escalate in Vietnam and the 17 per
cent who would withdraw unconditionally,
another 8 per cent would call a cease fire
and seek negotiation. (But 6 of this 8 per
cent would then escalate if the call for
negotiations were refused.) Six per cent
would continue present policy, five would
appeal to the United Nations or other
outside groups, five would recognize . the
Viet Cong, and two would simply negotiate
now. The remaining J 7 per cent had no
opinion or suggested individual plans too
diverse to tally.
On the draft the Newsweek survey
showed that 44 ~er cent of the students
disapprove of someone who rej ects his
military obligation, while 37 per cent accept
his position if he is " sincere" . Sixteen per
cent refused to pass judgement saying it is a

· ·
d h
· ·
3
personaI d ecis10n, an t .e remammg
per
cent passed over th e q uest mn.
O nly 5 per cent of the respondents say
they favor a lottery approach to the draft,
while a surprising I 7 per cent support
Universal Military Training. Thirty-seven per
cent prefer a volunteer army and 32 per cent
favor the present draft setup as is. Seven per
cent offered their various individual
alternatives, and 2 per cent skipped the
question.
The poll of Presidential choices drew
votes for eleven different candidates besides
th e six leaders cited above , John Lind say ,
Barry Goldwater and Charles Percy each
received 3 per cent. William Fulbright got 2
per cent and George Wallace I per cent.
Votes for the "person in the world you
most respect," were widely scattered after
the I 9 per cent choice of a parent or
relative. John F. Kennedy was second with
3.4 per cent, Pope Paul with 1.7 per cent,
Martin Luther King and Barry Goldwater,
each with 1.4 per cent, and "a teacher" with
1.5 per cent. "Myself' received 2 per cent of
~ the total.
In selecting t oday's " Big Man on the
Camp us" 39 r.er cent told Ne"."'sweek ther,
pre_ferred the good student or m t~p ectual,
while I 7 per cent selected the involved ,
aware" student. No other grouping ~re~
more than 9 per cent and athletes didn t
even figure in the returns.
Most students- some 73 per cent
· according. to t~e N~wsweek survey- are
content with their ch01ce of college, _and say
they would attend the same school given the
chance to begin again. Sixty-three per cent
say they wan~ to get an advanced degree.
Twenty-eight per ce~t of the stude!1ts
say they have taken part m a demonstration
or march, 27 per cent have sent a protest
Jett~~• and 66 per cent say they have signed a
petit10n . .
.
The issue of Vietnam , they say , has
figured very little in these expressions,
accounting
a lit!I~ more than a quarter of
demonst:~t10n activ~t!' ~nd 16 per cent of
letter-wntm_g. or petit10mng. The bulk of all
protest activity has_ been on other world
problems or campus issues.

:or

12.2% will try for a physical
de1ermen
,.
t , 9 .8 will con t rnue
·
on
to gra duate school in hope of not
being drafted, and 4.9% were
veterans. 12.2% will try to enter
as a conscientious objector and
apply for civilian work , while over

,o

0f_

10% will enlist in the armed

forces; 4 .9% in the Air Forces,
and 2.4% each in the Army ,
Marines, and Navy. Anolh er 2 .4%
will try to enter an ROTC
proNgram. k S
C 11
d
ewar
tate O ege st u en ts
are obviously divided on the Viet
Nam issue. But concern is
growing, and as the response
indicates most individuals feel the
war is dragging out an d want some
kind of change in policy .

Wilcox, Wright
Speak At Black
Power Seminar
Preston Wilcox and Dr. Nathan
Wright spoke at the Black Power
seminar on March 28 . 1968 .
Dr. Wright, auth or of BLACK
POWER AND URBAN UNREST
states that the "whole value
system has anti-black racism built
in to it." The Black people
themselves are guilty of it.
Black Power, the "most
creative social concept of this era"
involves asking two questions.
Who are we an d to what purpose
are we born. In answering these
questions, Black people ·must be
aware of their own sense of
identity- that they are Black .
The concept of "power",
Wri ght stressed , cannot be
divorced from the concept of life.
The Black people need to develop
power fo r th eir own dignity, and
self-respect. "Power is a good
thing" and one can equate
I

(Continued on Page 7)
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Pigskin Politics
Part 5
The Ad-Hoc Committee Proposal
(Continued from page 1)
would include equal
representation for both men and
women. But the proposal also
reads "A predominently female
enrollment and a major program
in terms of staff, finances , and
facilities should be kept in
educational perspective and
balance." Which is find and fair
for the girls, but don't forget the
main reason for an immediate
constitution is its essential role in
fielding a FOOTBALL team.
According to the ad-hoc
proposal, the committee should
be organized as follows :
1. Two faculty members (one
man, one woman) shoul d be
selected by the Faculty Senate,
only one being a member of that
body.
2. Two stu dents (one man, one
woman) sho uld be selected by the
Student Council , only one being a
member of that body. ("But ,"
asks Nero , ·'Who is to decide
whether it is the male or ,female
student who represents the
Council and the same may hold
true for the Faculty-Senate
member.)
3. The chairman of the
Department of Health and
Physical Education should serve as
secretary , ex. officio. (This may
be a good suggestion since he
would probably have the
necessary qualifications and

knowledge, but it eliminates the
student's right to vote for the
office , and still presents a
question of how much time would
·be necessary to do an adequate
job and how much time is
available to the Chairman Head .)
4. Except for the secretary , the
members should serve for two
years , except that in the first year,
one faculty member and one
student should be selected for one
year terms.(In an earlier article ,
Dean Sammenfield explained to
· me that his actions were aimed at
getting the MOST representation
for the most stu dents. Considering
the few people who would control
election and organization of the
proposed committee , it seems to
go against what he wants . (Dean
Sammenfield was also a member
of the ad-hoc committee.))
In addit ion the proposal
suggested th·at the Committee on
Athletics should select its own
chairman and meet as frequently
as its services arc required.
Representing the MOST students?
Th is idea of chairman selection
would be fine if all students voted
on officers as the Dean once told
me he wished them to do, but
otherwise ii is unfair
representation.
If the committee does come
about, proposed responsibilities
would include :
I.
APP ointment
of

sub-committees to assist in
problem solving.
2. Conducting hearings in the
adjudication of student-faculty
relationships.
3. Approving regular and
supplementary budget requests
prior to consideration by the
Student Finance Board.
The proposal continues; "The
Chairman of the Department of
Health and Physical Education is
named Secretary , ex-facto , and
I. Has both the responsibility
and the authority for the
administration of tpe program.
2. Is charged with providing
guidance and decision making in
both program development and
the resolution of conflicting
interests from a knowledge of
professional standards and
practices.
3. Maintains liaison with the
Dean of Students from whose
office the authority to implement
the phase of the extra-curricular
program is clearly de legated .
But - what ever happened--to

Student Organization? TT is the
voice of the students. But the
proposal leaves little room for
Student Org. intervention.
No battle for power? It seems
strange to me that so much power
rest with the Department
Chairman , the representative of
the FACULTY , and so little with
the students - for whom the
athletic program is instituted.

Congratulations

As
have continued my
research on the case , new faces
have been brought into the issue.
In addition, Student Org.
President Frank Nero told me he
COULD get equipment from a
company in Brooklyn if funds
were made available now.
But the 'dispute' (maybe cold
war is a better description) rages
on. And nobody is winning the
game - although the student
body is losing out. In Part Six of
P I GSK I N P O LITICS I will
contin ue my examination of the
Ad- Hoc Comm ittee's Athletic
P roposal.

Chi

Rf~GIS~fER NOW
NSC Urban Conference
April 19 and 20

To The

Greek
Sing
Winner

SOME PEOPLE JUST WON'T LISTEN!

BUT CHECKING AT FIRST STATE
lS FIRST RATE !
THE ONLY COST
15c Per Check, Charged To Your Account As Used
NO Service Charge
NO Minimum Balance
NO Charge for Deposits

BE BUSINESSLIKE!
P A.Y BY CIIECK!
AND YOU CA.N B.A~ BY MAIL
------------------------------ -,

---------The First State Bank of Union

MAIL THE COUPON BELOW

-

1930 Morris Avenue
Union, New Jersey · 07083

Gentlemen :
I am interested in opening a First State Bank of Union
Checking Account. Please send application.

NAME........... ... .... .......

·····.··· ··· ····"····•···· ·· ·"·" ·· ..

·•

...

·· ······ ........... .

ADDRESS ..

CITY .. .... .. .... ............... . STATE ......... ZIP CODE ... ........ .
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Bowling Team Loses To Rutgers, Stevens
After moving their 14-game Merritt shot 201 , Russ Parsell
wi nning-streak stopped by 177 , John Askowitz 170, Ray
Newark College of Engineering, Vane 169 , and Mike Amodio 158
the Squires tried to start a new for 877 to Steven's 886, led by
one against a rough Rutgers New Mike Golden's 211 . In the 2nd
Brunswick team. In the opening game Ray's 210, Russ's 199,
game , Newark opened up a 'quick John's 180, Mike's 172. and Ron's
lead, and Jed by as much as 8 149, but J.J. Kane threw 7 strikes
marks throughout the game. In in a row for Steven's and finished
the 9th and l 0th frames, Rutgers with a 256 and was ably assisted
scrambled to come back, but lost by his teammates 204, 191 , and
920 to 887. The next two games
were close all the way, with no
team every taking more than a 3
mark lead ; and resulted in 2
Rutgers victories : 958 to 954 and
904 to 882.
The final game saw excellent
bowling from both teams.
Newark's 920 consisted of John
Askowitz's game high of 21 S,
Mike Amodio's, Ron Merritt's and
Russ Parsell's 184, l 92's
respectively , and Ray Vane's 157.
In the second game Russ led the
way with a 210, followed by
Ray's 191, Mike's 189, Ron's 187 ,
and John's 177. But the 954
By RANDY MCCARTHY
wasn't enough, as Rutgers shot
210, 196, 192,180, and 180 for a
What the future will hold for
958-954 pin victory. Newark tried Newark State's golf team is quite
to win the rubber game as Ray, uncertain at the present time. Dr.
Ron, and John shot 205, 191, and Edward Zoll who has replaced Mr.
192, but were held down by William Sullivan as head coach
Russ's 156 and Mike's 148.
this year, is cautiously optimistic
Carl Erickson did most of the about the upcoming season.
damage for Rutgers with a 191 , However , he feels that the lack of
210, 206, 207 , 607 series, but sufficient pre-season practice, due
John had a highly respectable 574 to the wet weather , may be a
series for Newark, followed by factor in determining the success
Ron's 560, Ray's 553, Russ's 548, of the team during the first week
or two of competition.
and Mike's 521.
Besides playing the regularly
The following week, Newark
ran into a hot Steven's Institute of scheduled matches, Coach Zoll
Technology team and lost all 3 hopes to participate in a number
games, which means the Bowling of state tournaments.
He would also like to see a
Team Jost 5 in a row. Though
Newark has been bowling well , it larger turnout for the sport. Dr.
seems that the opponent teams Zoll believes that this is necessary
bowl just a little better. For the for any successful golf team. As a
last 6 games, the team has result, Coach Zoll would gladly
· averaged 901, but has won only welcome any interested students,
one game as the opposition particularly freshmen and
sophomores.
averaged 912 scratch .
The only other problem that
Against Steven's, Newark tried,
the new coach faces is getting the
but it just wasn't enough as the
Bowling Team lost the 1st and 3rd ordered equipment for his team.
games by 9 pins and 14 pins, and Dr. Zoll is somewhat displeased
lost the 2nd by 4 7 pins. Ron with the athletic budgeting

181. In this last game Russ's 194,
John's 184, Ron's 171 , Mike's
160, and Ray'i 158, but Mike
Golden's 221 again led the way to
another Steven's victory.
The series for Newark were
Russ's 570, Ray's 537, John's
536, Ron's 521 , and Mike's 480.
For Stevens the low series was
569, followed by 581, 582, and
Mike Golden's 613.

Baseball Season
Has. Opened
Support The Squires

Wilcox And Wright Speak
At ·e1ack Pow·er Se·minar
(Coil!Wlued from Page 5)
increasing power with an Intermediate School 201 in
increasing self-image.
Harlem, talked of the issue at this
He pointed out that racism is school- the desire of the parents
vastly different from prejudice, to choose their own principal.
which is an individual matter. This proposal was defeated.
Racism is an unconscious
"The Board of Education is
pathology and when the incapable of teaching the kids."
individual discovers how it comes
out, then he can control it.

When Black people recognize
"marginality" they can come to
fulfillment.
Wright also stated that "low
status and relative lack of power" ,
are the main reasons for the
disparity between the black and
white societies.
Preston Wilcox, coordinator of

NSC Choir
(Continued From Page S)

would like to study and perform
some fine music and have the
time, contact the director, or one
of the officers, or come to
rehersal . The choir rehearses on
Mondays, Tuesdays, and
Thursdays, 5th period, in the
Theater for the Performing Arts.

Zoll Replaces Sullivan As Golf Tea,n Coach
procedures in that he finds them
"difficult to work with."
This year's team sees three
veterans returning. Bruce Mitzak,
a sophomore letter-winner, is
expected to play an important
role in the Squires gold hopes.
Bruce, who did a fine job last
year, will be counted on to help
lead the squad to a prosperous
season.
Ralph Menweg also returns
from last year's team . The former
John F. Kennedy High School
golfer feels that "experience will
most definitely benefit the team"
an d it should "put us in the win
column for the first time."
Joe Miller is the third returning
letter winner. He woul d like to see

. Percy Sutton, President of the
Borough of Manhattan, will
discuss "THE SEARCH FOR
IDENTITY: THE URBAN
NEGRO".
"THE WELFARE DILEMMA"
will be the topic for Freeholder of
Monmouth County Marcus Daley ,
Lloyd McCorckle, Commissioner
for Institutions and Agencies in
New Jersey and John McGoohan,
Director of Health, Welfare and
Housing in Elizabeth.
The final sessions of workshops
will begin at 2:15 and end at
3 :45 . Panelists for ' 'THE SHAPE
Dr. Carl Marburger, New Jersey OF THE CITY TO COME" are
Commissioner of Education will Dr. Serge Chermayeff, Professor
speak on "Compensation or of Architecture at Yale and
Integration: the Dilemma of the Edward Durell Stone , Architect
Urban School". He will be joined for the City of New York.
by Mrs. Thorny Joyner, Asst.
" THE ROLE OF THE
Supervisor of Elementary UNIVERSITY IN THE URBAN
Education in Newark, Dr. ENVIRONMENT" will be
Abraham Bernstein, Associate discussed by panelists Dr. Robert
Professor at Brooklyn College and D. Cross, President of Hunter
Herbert Lichtman, Principal of College and Dr. Buell Gallagher ,
Bergen Street School in Newark. President of C.C.N.Y.

Rounding out the squad are
freshmen Bob Bobic and Ray

Sinovi. Both expect to see much
action du ring the season.
The Warren Brook Country
Club will be the new home for the
Squires this year, replacing the
Galloping Hill Golf Course. In
addition, all team members will be
permitted to practice at the Club
anytime during the afternoon
throughout the week.

The Independent
Will Be Published April 21

Squires Belt Drew 9-1 In Opener
(Continued from page 8)
McGlynn moving to second. Lou
Sinkiewcz scooting over to third. Ferannte then connected for a
Then Joe gave the crowd a real base hit, driving in McGlynn.
threat when he dashed down the Catalano popped up to third
third baseline to steal home, inning and Palestri then struck out
to end the inning, but victory was
in the air.

''Crisis In The Cities'' Conference
(Continued from page 1)
New York. They will talk about
"THE WAR ON POVERTY:
SUCCESS OR FAILURE".
At 10:45, the third series of
workshop sessions will begin.
"THE URBAN CRAWL: THE
CITY AND TRANSPORTATION" will be the subject of a
discussion by David J. Goldberg,
' N.J. Commissioner of
Transportation and Ned J.
Parsekian, former Director of the
New Jersey Division of Motor
Vehicles.

students show "a stronger interest
in the game" as far as
participation is . concerned. Joe
states that "the opportunity to
have a good golf team is there, but
it's up to the boys to take
advantage of it."

Director of the Division on
Civil Rights in New Jersey, George
Pfaus and Dean of the School of
Law at Rutgers, Dr. Willard
Heckel, will be the panelists for
"property Rights and Human
Rights: the Debate on Open
Housing."
"THE RIOT: SYMPTOM OR
SIKNESS" is the fourth session of
the workshop series , Panelists are
Kenneth Gibson, Co-Chairman of
Newark's Business and Industrial
Co-ordinating Council, Sol Stern,
Associate Editor, Ramparts
Magazine, Tom Hayden, Civil
Rights leader in Newark, and Eric
Mann, organizer, S.D.S.
One of the aims of the
conference is to serve as a primary
step in the establishment of an
Institution of Urban Affairs at
Newark State. This institute
would be involved in the areas of
service , research , and education
within the city.

SQUIRES AGAIN IN EIGHTH
Murowski set the side down in
the top of the eighth, but NSC
continued scoring in the bottom
of the inning, after Coach Doc
Errington emptied the benches
and the Squires still held
command.
Kevin McConville, Paul Doti,

and Jim Glalada came off the
bench in the eighth eith the big
hits, giving the Squires a two run
inning. Galada pulled the big
punch with a two run producing
double. Rick Ramsey, making his
varsity diamond debut , put down
the side in order with two
strikeouts in the ninth to insure
the victory.
Drew
001 000 000- 1 4 10
NSC
000 030 420- 9 9 1
W-:--Al Ramsey
L- Grisswold
The Squires entertain
Montclair at home tomorrow.

Eleven Veterans Back
(Continued from page 8)

Although he welcomes the
boys and their interest, Dr.
Wolfgang Karbe, now entering his
fourth season as tennis coach, can
only carry twelve men on the
squad. He stated that he will be
"working on the ladder system,"
where all the players must
compete for the starting roles,
because he feels that it is one of
the best ways to keep all the team
members in top form .
Coach Karbe believes that the
tennis team is certainly much
stronger and possesses more depth

than previous squads. He cited
Barry Taback, Jack MacFee, and
Greg Rhodes
three promising
newcomers who are doing a fine
job in developing their skills as
tennis players.
He summed up the squad as a
team with "very good spirit" and
he expects to win at least three of
the ten matches this season.
Once again, NSC' s tennis team
faces a schedule filled with tough
competition. Only time can tell
the story of how well the Squires
will fare against it.

.as
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Sports Desk
By FRED HANSEN

I can't let the basketball season go by without saying a word
about Bob Palma. The 5' 10" senior has been a member of the varsitv
basketball team for the past four seasons.
Bobby was never m uch of a scorer, and a rugged rebounder he
wasn't, but Bob was a definite thorn in the side of the opposition. Bob
was the q uarterback of the team and a standout defensive player. Last
year, he was presented a trophy fo r being our best defensive player.
No, Bob will never make any all-star teams, but he is the type of
ballplayer every squad needs. Thanks for four years of tough
basketball.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Lifeguards are nee ded for the new college free swim hours.
Anyone interested should contact Mrs. Resnick or Dr. Karbe at the
Physical Education Dept.

Mike Capezza advances to first in the recent Drew Game. The Squires downed Drew 9-1.

Squires Open Baseball Season
With 9 to 1 Pout Of Drew

One final thing before leaving college basketball for the season.
U.C.L.A. should remain on top of the heap next year. The Bruins are
loaded with talent and could be stronger next year then they were this
year.
Next year's final top ten should be as follows.
l) U.C.L.A.
6) Davidson
2) Notre Dame
7) Purdue
3)Kentucky
8) St. Bonaventure
4) Columbia
9) Princeton
5) Western Kentucky
10) North Carolina
Congratulations to our base ball team . They opened their season
with an impressive 9-l victory over Drew. The most impressive part was
the pitching of Al Ramsey, Tom Mura wski, and Rick Ramsey. The
three hurlers combined fo r 15 strike-outs and allow ed just three hits
over the nine inning span.

By DA VE LICHTENST EIN
A to ugh Newark State College
baseball team took advantage of
rune Drew errors combined with
t h e brilliant pitching of Al
Ramsey, Tom Murowski , and
Rick Ramsey to score a 9-1
victory in the season' s opener.
The Squires' hurling trio
limited the Rangers to but one
run on three hits while striking
out fifteen of the opposition and
walking only one . Winning pitcher
Al Ramsey fanned seven of the
opposition in five innings , while
younger brother Rick struck out
two in a one inning relief role and
Murowski got six in three.
Drew struck first, scoring in
third inning when Dale Thistle led
off with a single and stole second.
Rich Stoff then struck out, but
Tom Murowski walked, putting
men on first and second. Ron
Maas then reached on an error,
Thistle scoring. But he was picked
off base by starting pitcher Al
Ramsey , who went on to strike
out Bruce Anton and calm the
fire.
Newark State threatened in the
bottom of the fourth when with
two out Joe " Poseidon "
Sinkiewicz took advantage of a
combined long blast and an
outfield error to reach third and
set the spark for victory , but was
tagged out when he overran the
base. Jim McGlynn followed to
reach first on an error, but Lou
Ferrante bounced out to end the
inning.
SQUIRES EXPLODE IN FIFTH
Starting Drew hurler Al
Grisswold had pitched three
perfect inrungs and one-hit ball
over the first four , but by the
fifth inning the NSC bats started
connecting and the Squires
exploded for three runs. ·
The inrung started rather slow.
Jim Catalano flied out to right
field and Bobby Palestri hit a
slow roller to Grisswold who
threw him out at first. But speedy
Lou Stanzione reached first base

via an erro r, and the rally started.
After Lo u easil y stole second ,
Jimm y Johnson walked. Al
Ramsey smacked a single into
center field and continued on to
sec o nd when the outfielder
bobbled the ball, Stanzione and
Johnson scoring. Freshman
shortstop Tom ·Hanlon singled in
Ramsey for the third run , and
Sinkiewcz then popped to the
catcher to end the inning.
The three runs gave the Squires
a never relinquished command
and secured the win for Ramsey,
who was replaced in the sixth by
big Tom Murowski . Murowski

calmed the Range rs for th e next
two innings, and by th e end o f the
seventh NSC exploded again .
Jimmy Johnson led o ff the
inning by striking out , but when
the Drew catcher dropped the ball
he safely reached first. Murowski
flie d to left, and things still
seemed safe for Drew . But Tern
Hanlon smacked a single and went
to second on the same play with
an outfield e_rror, Johnson
reaching third. Sinkiewcz then
reached on an error, Hanlon
scoring the second run of the day .
McGlynn also reached on an error ,

1st TEAM
NAME
Oscar Robertson
Dave Bing
Wilt Chamberlain
Willis Reed
Jerry Jucas
SECOND TEAM
Jerry West
]gin Baylor
Hal Greer
Bell Rossell
Rudy La Rossa

TEAM
Royals
Pistons
76'ers
Knicks
Royals

HEIGHT
6'5"
6'3"
7' l "
6'9"
6'8"

THIRD TEAM
Ten Wilkens
Cassie Russell
Chet Walker
Nate Thurmond
Sam Jones

(Continued on Page 7)

Boff, Ziolkowski Head Six Man Greek Squad
This year's Greek basketball
tournament produced the closest
competition in many years. Just
how close the competition was
can be shown by the balloting for
the All-Greek team. Close
balloting resulted in a six-man
first-team , with each fraternity
being represented by two men.
Chi , the champions for the
third consecutive time , was
represented by Tom Ziolkowski , a
member for the third straight
time , and sophomore Tom
Murawski . Tau was represented by
Fred Boff, a member of the
all-star team for the second time ,
and Bill Reimer, competing for he
first time. Nu Delta Pi, a young
team with potential , was
represented by George Gilcrest
and Al Ramsey , both sophomores.
These six players dominated
the balloting so completely that
only two other players Jimmy
Dubois from Chi , and Bob Palma
from Tau , received votes.
GREEK STARS

FRED BOFF- Fred, the tallest
player in the tournament, was the
top vote-getter. The 6-7 junior

scored 57 points and grabbed over
40 rebounds in the two games.
Fred tied the one game
tournament record when he
dropped in 29 points against Chi
in the championship battle.
TOM ZIOLKOWSKI - Tom , a
6-3 senior, was the main reason

for Chi regaining its title . Tom
scored 53 points and also grabbed
over 40 rebounds. In the title
game he scored 28 points and
grabbed 23 rebounds. It was his
foul shot which broke a 52-52 tie
in the last minute , and put Chi
ahead for good.

El·even Veterans Back
To NSC Tennis Squad
By RANDY MCCARTHY
With the return of eleven
Other men returrung from last
members from last year's squad , year's team are : Rich Andreski ,
the tennis team' s prospects for a Mike Amodio, Gene Mandzy,
successful season looks rather John Racz, Jack Somer, Ben
Wasserman, and Niel Tobiasson.
promising.
Co-captains Ed Zahumeny and
Some new faces will most
Mike Smith , both senior
letter-winners are expected to lead likely · appear on the team this
season ; James Alt, Harry Clark,
the Squires' attack this year.
As it stands now, Rich Mohr , Bob Hannan , Larry De Pasquale,
Bob Ebner, and Barry Taback Bob Obzarny, Gregory Rhodes,
appear to possess starting berths. Sam Sabiliauskas, Bill Sacchetto,
Mohr and Ebner are both Jack MacFee , John Nemeth , and
veterans, while Taback is a new High Magee are all vying for
starting positions.
man on the squad.

GEORGE GILCREST- The
6'4" sophomore was one of. the
main reasons for Pi's strong
showing. He scored "27 points a11d
cleared 24 rebounds. It was his
experience which helped to uni te
Pi into a working force .
AL RAMSEY- Al proved to be
the surprise of the tournament. Al
led Pi in rebounds as he grabbed
over 30 rebounds. He scored 15
points against Tau, and led a
desperate Pi rally tha t nearly gave
Pi the upset.
Th e re you have it. The
1968-69 All-Greek team. How will
they make out against the
freshmen?
T0'M MURAWSKI - The 6' 5"
soph~more proved to be a big
man i;'chi's championship quest.
Tom scored 24 points and joined
Tom Ziolkowski in giving his team
control of the backboards.
BILL REIMER- Bill was Tau's
second leading scorer , and second
leading rebounder. He hit double
figures in both games , and his 10
points in Tau's game against Pi
broke the back of the opposition .

